Protecting waterways from wallow and feed pad run-off

**Pride and now regulation**

In June 2004, deer farming was the first pastoral farming industry to produce a Landcare Manual – an initiative that reflects the great pride most deer farmers take in the management of their farm environment. This Manual was fully updated in 2012.

Today, pride and good intent are not enough. Regional councils are under increasing pressure from the general public to clean-up waterways and are demanding that farmers reduce discharges of phosphorous (P), nitrogen (N), bacteria and sediment. Also in 2016 the government announced it was setting deadlines for farmers to exclude livestock from waterways.

Each council has its own way of dealing with the water quality challenge. It is important for deer farmers to look out for proposed rule changes that might apply to their farms. Deer farmer submissions may be needed to ensure that rules drawn up by officials are affordable and appropriate for deer farms.

Run-off from walls and feed pads are the biggest threats posed by deer to water quality. Fortunately there are proven strategies to deal with them.

By diverting wallow run-off away from flowing streams, water quality will be protected, while still allowing deer to behave naturally.

Feed pads are highly efficient and practical options for feeding deer, but should be built so that effluent run-off is contained and filtered.

**WALLOWS**

Wallowing (lying and rolling in a hollow dip filled with water or mud) is a natural behaviour. Deer urine and faeces accumulate in wallows and deer stir up the soil as they wallow.

The run-off from walls is typically high in bacteria and P-laden sediment. Water quality can be greatly reduced if this flows directly into streams.

For this reason ‘connected wallows’ are known as ‘Critical Source Areas’ (CSAs). CSAs are monitored by regional councils when assessing farms to see if they comply with water quality regulations.

**KEY POINTS**

- Good water quality is essential for aquatic life, human and animal health and water-based recreation.
- Aim to maintain or improve the quality of water leaving your farm.
- The main risk to water quality posed by deer is the run-off of sediment carrying phosphorous and bacteria.
- To reduce levels of phosphorous, nitrogen, bacteria and sediment entering waterways, break the connection between wallows and feed pads, and streams.
- Don’t build feed pads or silage stacks in main water catchment areas, such as gullies.
- Manage run-off into sediment traps and/or constructed wetlands. Retain silage leachate until it can be spread back on pasture.
- Run-off control systems should be big enough to hold and slowly release the water generated during normal rainfall.

**It’s seasonal**

Wallows are used by both sexes at all times of the year, but stags wallow more intensively in the rut. Hinds and stags also wallow during the spring coat moult.

**Breed**

English and European red deer will readily wallow. Wapiti/elk and their crossbred progeny and eastern reds wallow less frequently. Fallow deer do not wallow at all.

**Best practice wallows**

The best practice options are to:

- Fence off or fill in wallows that are connected to waterways
- Divert wallow run-off into a fenced run-off treatment area, made up of sediment ponds and constructed wetlands, so the run-off is filtered before it enters a waterway
- Create wallows in safe locations.

Preventing deer wallowing can be difficult as deer may create a new wallow nearby when an existing one is filled in. For this reason the ideal is to create a wallow in each paddock. The drainage from the wallow should be self-contained or flow to a fenced sediment pond/wetland to filter out sediment and nutrients.

Poorly located wallows can then be filled-in with gravel, broken concrete or rocks and overfilled with soil. Place branches over the top to deter deer. Be aware that rough concrete edges may split deer feet.

**Reduce the risk**

- Identify natural springs and wallows before cultivating paddocks and pipe or drain them into treatment areas
- Avoid grazing high-risk areas when deer wallow the most (spring for hinds and autumn for stags)
- Provide shade and shelter in summer to keep deer cool.
Prevent wallows developing around troughs
Deer like to play in water, so leaks and splashes at troughs can quickly become major wallow holes. To reduce the chance of this happening, cover trough mechanics, leaving just a small area for drinking. Fix water leaks promptly.
Use several smaller troughs to discourage deer wading. Locate troughs under fence lines to prevent immersion and/or on a rocky raised area, to improve drainage.

Prevent deer from turning waterways into wallows
On intensive farms, deer should be fenced out of streams, ponds and lakes to prevent them from breaking down banks, stirring up sediment and directly contaminating the water with faeces. The long grass and planted vegetation that grows in fenced-off vegetation strips (‘riparian strips’) along waterways also help create a better environment for aquatic life.
Riparian strips help reduce the run-off of phosphate-rich sediment from pastures and crops, but on free-draining soils they do little to reduce N-loss because most N is lost to ground water.
The optimum width of these strips will vary with the slope and the soil type, and it is hoped that monitoring of environmental protection measures at Invermay and elsewhere will help provide farmers with some more specific guidelines.

In 2016 the government drew up regulations excluding cattle, deer and pigs from waterways. Deadlines for excluding deer from waterways had not been confirmed when this Deer Fact went to press. Check the Deer Hub, www.deernz.org, for details.

CASE STUDIES
Practical measures are underway to improve water quality at AgResearch Invermay deer research farm as part of a 5-year plan to mitigate the farm’s damaged waterways. The outcomes of the improvements are being monitored as part of a Deer Industry Focus Farm initiative and will be used as a case study for other deer farmers.
Research at Invermay in 2009 showed that fencing off and planting an old wallow – and creating a new wallow that did not flow into a stream – reduced stream P levels by 90% and significantly reduced bacteria and sediment levels. However it did not significantly reduce N levels as deer were still passing N via urine across the whole paddock.
Andrew & Rachel Mitchell’s commitment to preventing run-off from their Ngakuru, Rotorua, deer farm from entering sensitive waterways won much praise. This 2005 initiative involved fencing off and constructing a series of ponds to capture sediment and nutrients in a gully running through the farm where deer formerly wallowed.
The 1.7 kilometre gully carries water from two springs. The 3.5 hectares of retired grazing land now includes 1.25 hectares of water in a cascade of 10 dams. The wet areas are a mix of open water and wetland with native and exotic plantings. The dams are connected by 315 mm pipes with fluming to minimise the impact on the sensitive pumice soils.

Above: Rodway Park in 2005, before the Mitchells put in a run-off management system
Right: Andrew Mitchell shows visitors around the new run-off management system in 2007
RUN-OFF TREATMENT SYSTEMS

Every farm and every situation is different, so each run-off treatment system will be different. It will be influenced by the area of the catchment, the soil type, the slope, the area available and the size of major rainfall events.

Consult your regional council about consent requirements and learn from local farmers about what has worked for them.

Build two or more run-off treatment ponds if the situation is suitable. The first one or two should be sediment-catchers that can be easily cleaned, while the final ‘pond’ should be more of a wetland. All should be fenced to prevent entry by stock.

Where possible, the run-in to the first pond should have a gentle gradient and be planted in pasture grasses and/or sedges to slow the water flow and prevent gully erosion. This will also help with filtering runoff.

In the first pond, plant mainly grasses in areas where you will be bringing in heavy equipment to remove sediment. Plant grasses or sedges to stabilise the banks. In the wetland area, plant flax, toe toe and sedges to help remove nutrients and to further filter sediment. Wetlands also enhance biodiversity on your farm.

To allow muddy water to settle, sediment ponds need to have a storage to catchment ratio of not less than 100:1, i.e. 100 cubic metres of temporary pond storage for each hectare of contributing catchment.

Clean your sediment ponds out regularly and check them after every storm. If they are allowed to become too shallow, the sediment gets stirred up by ducks and storm flows, ending up back in the waterway.

Spread the sediment from the pond on drier, non-draining paddocks. The high P content of the sediment will help boost soil fertility.

Constructed wetlands – especially if they are vegetated – help remove N. The bigger the wetland the higher the removal of nutrients and bacteria. Wetlands process N more slowly in high rainfall and the cold.

For more information see NIWA’s Constructed Wetland Treatment of Tile Drainage and the NZ Landcare Trust’s Sediment Traps Fact Sheet (links below).

FEED PAD EFFLUENT

Feed pads allow deer easy access to feed either via a self-feeding silage pit or storage feeders. They reduce the need to move feed, reduce feed wastage and enable deer to be kept off sensitive soils over winter.

Giving deer a firm base of compacted soil or concrete to stand on while feeding helps prevent the hoof health issues associated with standing on muddy wet ground.

But when deer gather to feed they generate effluent that is high in N and bacteria. In addition, leachate from silage stacks is high in N and ammonia – about 200 times stronger than raw sewage. These effluents must be captured before they acidify and de-oxygenate waterways.

Best practice feed pads and self-feed silage stacks

- Site feed pads and silage stacks away from active waterways, farm boundaries, deep wells, tile drainage systems and areas with a high water table
- Produce silage to a good quality (30% dry matter or more) where possible and keep it protected from the weather and rainwater run-off. This will minimise moisture content, spoilage and leaching
- Regardless of the quality of your silage, make sure you have facilities for storing or containing the likely volume of leachate. This may be a tank or sump, or – where the subsoil is compacted clay – a blind ditch or a containment bund. Storage of at least 3 m³/100 tonnes of grass ensiled is suggested
- To minimise the volume of leachate that needs to be stored and managed, design self-feed silage areas to minimise the mixing of leachate with effluent and rain run-off from the feeding pad
- Check your regional council rules relating to the location, design and management of silage stacks
Disposing of silage leachate
Silage leachate is highly toxic and corrosive. Do not allow it to enter normal drainage systems, oxidation ponds, wetlands, waterways or ground water. However, with dilution, it can be a useful fertiliser
Spray irrigate or spread leachate onto pasture after diluting it 1:10 with water at a rate of 25 m³/ha. This mixture can provide 25-75 kg/ha of N, 25 kg/ha of P and 100 kg/ha of potassium.
Irrigation of undiluted effluent is possible at 10 m³/ha, but may cause scorching of pasture, especially during hot weather

THE WORK CONTINUES
DINZ and the NZDFA developed pastoral farming’s first Landcare Manual. More recently they have been involved in a MPI Sustainable Farming Fund project in the Opihi catchment in South Canterbury that

CASE STUDY
Brian and Jacqui Wellington, Te Awamutu Station
The hinds on Brian and Jacqui Wellington’s Te Awamutu Station are wintered in a gully planted in radiata pine. Self-fed silage stacks at the top of the gully provide efficient winter feeding for 1000 hinds. At the foot of the gully and in the creek exiting the pines are a series of ponds that effectively capture sediment. The set-up helped the Wellingtons win the Elworthy Environmental Award in 2012.
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